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Mark your calendar for the

15th International
Caucasian Congress on
Plastic Surgery and
Dermatology Kolkhida 2021!
Buy an online access ticket now and
upgrade later!

The hybrid congress will
offer both live and online
educational sessions and
an on-site exhibition area
with the leading brands.

Get expert insights into the
most up-to-date
techniques practiced
by the top professionals.

July 2-4, 2021

KOLKHIDA 2020

How it was
2500 121
Delegates

Speakers

76

Countries

Kolkhida 2021

SCIENTIFIC
TOPICS
Reconstructive Surgery session
Intimate Aesthetic session
Anatomy session
Contour Plasty session
Device Technique session
Botulinum Toxin therapy session
Thread Lifting session

Scientific Partners

July 2-4, 2021

BECOME A
SPEAKER
Over the 15 years of its existence, Kolkhida has
become an important international medical
event, attracting hundreds of specialists from
various disciplines.
Do not miss the opportunity to present your
knowledge and discoveries in aesthetic,
reconstructive surgery, dermatology, and
other related fields!
Submit your abstract to become a speaker at
the 15th International Caucasian Congress on
Plastic Surgery and Dermatology.

Send your work
or contact us at
abstracts@kolkhida.org

www.kolkhida.org

Kolkhida 2021

BECOME AN
EXHIBITOR
Grab this opportunity to expand your
network and meet up with the old and
new clients. Kolkhida offers a wide range of
sponsorship opportunities to ensure your
brand is at the top of everyone’s minds;
symposium, live demonstrations, digital
advertisement, print advertisement are all
on offer to create ultimate brand exposure.

BECOME A
DELEGATE
Plan your participation in our three-day event
for a chance to grow your network and learn
from the industry professioals. What’s on
offer? Doctors sharing their tried-and-tested
techniques, innovative research and treatment recommendations. Improve your own
practice by using this knowledge.

Register now at
www.kolkhida.org

July 2-4, 2021

SCIENTIFIC
COMMITTEE

Marlen Sulamanidze

Iva Kuzanov

Albina Kajaia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Benjamin Ascher

Graem Perks

Natalia Manturova

France

UK

Russia

Aleksey Borovikov

Patrick Treacy

Russia

UK

Kolkhida 2021

Foad Nahai M.D. F.A.C.S
Honorary Guest

Dr. Foad Nahai is internationally recognized as an innovator in the field of plastic surgery,
where he has developed and refined countless aesthetic and reconstructive procedures.
His contribution to aesthetic (Cosmetic) surgery is extensive including numerous refinements and innovations. As a surgeon, Dr. Nahai is always at the forefront of what is new
and exciting in his field. As an accomplished surgeon, known for creating beautiful, elegant
results, Dr. Nahai is highly revered for his kindness, patience and ability to deeply understand the desires of his patients.
As former Maurice J. Jurkiewicz Chair in Plastic Surgery and Professor of Surgery at Emory
University, Dr. Nahai has taught his innovative techniques to plastic surgery residents, who
ultimately have been placed throughout the country in private practice and academic
programs.
Spanning the globe, at both in-person and video conferences, Dr. Nahai shares his expertise and techniques to advance the field of Plastic Surgery at large. He is the editor-in-chief of Aesthetic Surgery Journal. Professor Nahai has published over 250 peer
reviewed articles, edited or co-edited 12 textbooks, covering all aspects of reconstructive
and aesthetic plastic surgery in his writing. Foad Nahai, MD is often referred to by his medical peers as a man of great modesty, and at the same time, is considered to be one of
the most respected plastic surgeons not only in the United States but internationally. Having served as President of the American Association for the Accreditation of Ambulatory
Surgical Facilities, the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and President of the
International Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, has given him an ideal stage to influence
the specialty worldwide.
In addition to numerous professional honors and awards, Dr. Nahai has been listed in “Best
Doctors in America,” “Best Doctors in Atlanta,” and in W Magazine as one of the top plastic
surgeons in the world. He has been invited to lecture and demonstrate plastic surgical
procedures all over the world.

www.kolkhida.org
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FACULTY
Yves Saban (France)

Gennady Patlazhan (Ukraine)

Olesia Startseva (Russia)

Dmitry Grichaniuk (Belarus)

Olga Zilberstein (USA)

Mohammad Mughese Amin

Sheila Barbarino (USA)

(Pakistan)

Kirill Pshenisnov (Russia)

Dmitry Melnikov (Russia)

Ivan Vozdvijenski (Russia)

Vasiliy Khrapach (Ukraine)

Vladimir Vissarionov (Russia)

Hayk Yenokyan (Armenia)

Sergey Malygin (Russia)

Ara Hayrapetyan (Armenia)

Svetlana Grishenko (Russia)

George Sulamanidze (Georgia)

Iliya Almazov (Russia)

Konstantin Sulamanidze (Georgia)

Tagir Faizulin (Russia)

Bernard Mole (France)

Guillermo Blugerman (Argentina)

Wolfgang Redka Swoboda

Akhmed Rakhimov (Russia)

(Germany)

Yuri Rusetsky (Russia)

Patrick Treacy (UK)

Alexandr Drevetskiy (Russia)

Pierre Antonio Bacci (Italy)

Teimuraz Gurjidze (Georgia)

Herve Raspaldo (Switzerland)

Tengiz Chikvaidze (Georgia)

David Goldberg (USA)

Alexander Kuzanov (Georgia)

Michael Gold (USA)

Alexander Kutubidze (Georgia)

Deniz Demiriurek (Turkey)

Konstantin Lipski (Russia)

Aysegul Girgin (Turkey)

Sebastian Haack (Germany)

Ismail Metin Hoser (Turkey)

Suleyman Tas (Turkey)
Tevfik Sozen (Turkey)
Helena Silveira (Portugal)
Garyfalia Lekakis (Belgium)
Cavid Cabbarzade (Azerbaijan)
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SCIENTIFIC
SESSIONS
Day 2
IPSN Symposium:
The Interactive Plastic Surgery Network, comprised
of the world’s most accomplished plastic surgeons,
will host a full session filled with new and creative
plastic surgery practices.

Faculty:
Luiz Toledo
Carlos Oaxaca

July 3, 2021
Biltmore Hotel
Tbilisi, Georgia

Ayman Elmeligy
C Can Cedidi
Heba Osama Mamoud
Flavio Fortes Borges
Guillermo Blugerman
Khalid Elsherbiny
Marco Romeo
Sherif Wasief

www.kolkhida.org
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SCIENTIFIC
SESSIONS
Day 2
IMCAS Alert:
Alert allows you to receive expert advice on complications, cases or procedures in two easy steps. First,
simply select the topic in which your case belongs.
Then, submit your case anonymously. Your case will
then be visible to the IMCAS Academy community
of experts for them to answer.

July 3, 2021
Radisson Blu Iveria
Tbilisi, Georgia

Faculty:
George Sulamanidze
Albina Kajaia
Benjamin Ascher
Patrick Treacy
Nino Kobaladze
Bernard Mole

www.kolkhida.org
Notes Kolkhida 2021
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SCIENTIFIC
SESSIONS
Day 3

July 4, 2021

All Star session

Tbilisi, Georgia

Radisson Blu Iveria

A special session* with some of the world’s best
doctors performing live demos of their techniques.
All of the most recent author approaches and
discoveries from the current year are brought to
your attention firsthand.
*Attendance at this session is not included in the price of the
congress ticket and costs 100 euros.

July 2-4, 2021

Kolkhida 2021

General sponsor

Organizers

Congress venue
Radisson Blu Iveria

Hotel
The Biltmore Tbilisi

Hotel

+995 32 2920371

hello@kolkhida.org

www.kolkhida.org

